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Column experiments were conducted to investigate the facilitated transport of Cu in
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association with hydroxyapatite nanoparticles (nHAP) in water-saturated quartz sand at
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different solution concentrations of NaCl (0e100 mM) or CaCl2 (0.1e1.0 mM). The experi-
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mental breakthrough curves and retention profiles of nHAP were well described using
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a mathematical model that accounted for two kinetic retention sites. The retention coef-
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ficients for both sites increased with the ionic strength (IS) of a particular salt. However, the
amount of nHAP retention was more sensitive to increases in the concentration of divalent

Keywords:

Ca2þ than monovalent Naþ. The effluent concentration of Cu that was associated with

Hydroxyapatite nanoparticles (nHAP)

nHAP decreased significantly from 2.62 to 0.17 mg L1 when NaCl increased from 0 to

Cu

100 mM, and from 1.58 to 0.16 mg L1 when CaCl2 increased from 0.1 to 1.0 mM. These

nHAP-facilitated Cu (nHAP-F Cu)

trends were due to enhanced retention of nHAP with changes in IS and ionic composition

Co-transport

(IC) due to compression of the double layer thickness and reduction of the magnitude of the

Ionic strength (IS)

zeta potentials. Results indicate that the IS and IC had a strong influence on the co-

Ionic composition (IC)

transport behavior of contaminants with nHAP nanoparticles.
ª 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1.

Introduction

Nanotechnology focuses on the investigation and application of
materials with at least one characteristic dimension less than

100 nm. Properties of nanomaterials such as small size, high
surface area per unit volume and great reactivity make them
a highly promising class of materials for a variety of potential
applications. For example, hydroxyapatite nanoparticles
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(Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, nHAP), which are the main component of hard
tissues of vertebrates such as bones and teeth, have been widely
applied for the remediation of contaminated soil and purification of wastewaters polluted by metal ions and actinides (Cu2þ,
Pb2þ, Cd2þ, Co2þ, and Sr2þ) because of their strong ability to fix
them (Ma et al., 1994; Smiciklas et al., 2006; Handley-Sidhu et al.,
2011). The fixation of metal ions on nHAP may take place
through one or more mechanisms, including: ion exchange,
surface complexation, and dissolution of nHAP to form new
metal phosphates (Ma et al., 1994; Smiciklas et al., 2006;
Handley-Sidhu et al., 2011).
To date, little attention has been paid to potential environmental risks of using nHAP to remediate soils contaminated by heavy metals. Specifically, nHAP may alter the
transport and fate of common environmental metal contaminants, such as Cu, by dramatically affecting their distribution
among mobile and immobile phases (Wang et al., 2011). The
transport potential of many chemicals is known to be greatly
enhanced when they are associated with mobile colloids
(McCarthy and Zachara, 1989; de Jonge et al., 2004; Simunek
et al., 2006; Bradford and Kim, 2010). This process is often
referred to as “colloid-facilitated contaminant transport”
(Grolimund et al., 1996; Roy and Dzombak, 1997). Colloidfacilitated contaminant transport in subsurface environments has attracted considerable attention in recent years,
especially for nanoscale colloids such as buckminsterfullerene (Zhang et al., 2011) and TiO2 (Fang et al., 2011).
However, essentially no published data are available on how
nHAP might mediate the transport and fate of Cu in subsurface environments.
The solution ionic strength (IS) and composition (IC) are
known to have a large influence on the transport behavior of
colloid-associated contaminants. For example, Cheng and
Saiers (2010) reported that the capacity of sediment-colloids
to bind 137Cs decreased with increasing IS (Naþ cation),
leading to a decrease of the mass of 137Cs eluted from columns
packed with Hanford coarse sand. Walshe et al. (2010) found
that increasing the IS (Ca2þ cation) of the bulk solution
reduced peak concentrations for both kaolinite and kaolinitefacilitated MS2 coliphage from columns composed of gravel
aquifer media. The influence of IS and IC on colloid and
nanoparticles interactions with solid surfaces is typically
explained using theory developed by DerjaguineLandaue
VerweyeOverbeek (Derjaguin and Landau, 1941; Verwey and
Overbeek, 1948). This theory predicts that increasing the
solution IS tends to decrease the double layer thickness and
magnitude of the surface charge, and thereby increase colloid
retention. Divalent ions have a greater effect on these
properties than monovalent ions (Israelachvili, 1992;
Elimelech et al., 1995). However, up till now there has been
no systemic investigation concerning the effects of IS on the
co-transport behavior of Cu with nHAP. Furthermore, divalent
Ca2þ can compete with Cu for ion-exchange sites of nHAP,
leading to enhance dissociation of Cu2þ from nHAP, and thus
altering the co-transport behavior of Cu with nHAP. It is
therefore crucial to investigate the impact of the divalent Ca2þ
on the co-transport behavior of Cu with nHAP in saturated
packed columns. The overall objective of this study was to
systemically investigate the effects of solution IS and IC on the
co-transport of Cu with nHAP.

2.

Materials and methods

2.1.

Quartz sand

Quartz sand (Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd., China)
was used as column packing material. The grain size distribution of the sand was determined by sieve analysis. The
median grain size (d50) of the sand was 600 mm, and the coefficient of uniformity (Ui ¼ d60/d10 where x% of the mass was
finer than dx) was 1.3. Prior to use, the sand was cleaned
thoroughly by the procedure described elsewhere (Zhou et al.,
2011) to remove any metal oxide and absorbed clay on the
sand surface. The z-potential of the quartz colloid was
measured by the method described in our previous work
(Wang et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2011).

2.2.

nHAP

The nHAP used in this study (purity >99.9%) was purchased
from Aipurui Nanomaterial Company (Nanjing, China). The
physicochemical properties of the nHAP were determined in
our previous work (Wang et al., 2011). Briefly, the nHAP
particles are rod-shaped and their mean size is 20 nm in width
and 100 nm in length, the Ca/P molar ratio is 1.65 and the
specific surface area of the nHAP is 154 m2 g1.

2.3.

Co-transport tests

Cleaned quartz sand was dry-packed into a glass chromatographic column (20 cm  2.6 cm, Shanghai, China) with 80 mm
stainless-steel screens on both ends. Each column contained
approximately 150 g of quartz sand and had an average length
of 20 cm. To achieve uniform packing, the sand was carefully
added to the column using a spatula and then gently vibrated.
The column was slowly saturated by pumping ultrapure water
(18.2 MU, Millipore, Inc., USA) in the upward direction at an
approach velocity of 0.1 cm min1 for 1 h. Following this
saturated step, the water content of each column was determined gravimetrically. The porosity of the packed columns
varied between 0.39 and 0.41. Table 1 shows the most salient
properties of the packed columns used in the co-transport
tests of nHAP. The longitudinal dispersivity of the packed
column was estimated from transport tests using bromide as
tracer.

Table 1 e Properties and parameters of the nHAP and
packed quartz sand columns used in this study.
nHAP length (L) nm
nHAP width (L) nm
nHAP density (rn) g cm3
Collector diameter (dc) mm
Fluid density (rf) kg m3
Fluid viscosity (m) kg m1 s1
Temperature (T ) K
Hamaker constant (A) J
Porosity ( f ) cm3 cm3
Column length (L) cm
Column diameter (L) cm
Happel model parameter (As)

100
20
3.2
0.6
103
8.9  104
293
1.0  1020
0.39e0.41
20.0
2.6
36.1e41.2
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To determine the effects of IS and IC on the co-transport
behavior of Cu with nHAP, Cu-bearing nHAP suspensions at
varying ISs and ICs were prepared as follows. First, 0.10 g of
nHAP powder and 50 mL ultrapure water were added to
a 500 mL volumetric flask and shaken vigorously for 1 min to
disperse the nHAP. Then, 50 mL of 1.0 mM Cu(NO3)2 (analytical
grade) and 400 mL of different concentrations of NaCl or CaCl2
solution were added. The final volume was 500 mL, and the
concentrations of nHAP and Cu in suspension were 200 mg L1
and 0.1 mM, respectively. The electrolyte concentrations
added to the suspension were 0, 1, 10, 50, and 100 mM of NaCl
or 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 1.0 mM of CaCl2. The nHAP suspensions
were sonicated for 30 min before use. The z-potentials of the
Cu-bearing nHAP suspensions were measured using a microelectrophoresis instrument (JS94 G, Zhongcheng Digital
Technology Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China).

2.4.

Experimental design

Packed columns were initially equilibrated by flushing several
pore volumes (PVs) of ultrapure water and at least 5 PVs of the
colloid-free background electrolyte solution in order to
establish steady state flow and to standardize the chemical
conditions. Experiments was conducted in the following
steps: (1) phase 1, the Cu-bearing nHAP suspensions in solutions of varying IS and IC (as described in Section 2.3) were
gently stirred while applied to the bottom end of the column
via a peristaltic pump (YZP-15, Baoding Longer Precision
Pump Co., Ltd., Hebei, China) at a constant approach velocity
(0.44 cm min1) for about 3.75 PVs, and (2) phase 2, several PVs
of nHAP-free background electrolyte solution with the same
pH and IS were pumped into the column to ensure that almost
no colloidal particles were detected in the effluent. Column
outflow was collected in 15-mL glass tubes at regular time
intervals using a fraction collector (BS-100A, Huxi Analytical
Instrument Factory Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China). All column
experiments were conducted in duplicate.
Following the completion of each co-transport test, the
spatial distribution of nHAP retained in the column was
determined. The fitting at the column end was removed, and
the quartz sands were carefully excavated in 2 cm increments
and transferred into ten 50 mL vials. Excess ultrapure water
was added to fill the vials. In this low IS solution, highly
negatively charged surfaces of both nHAP and quartz sand
grains caused the release of retained nHAP from the sand
surface. After 1 h, the vials containing the sand-nHAP solution
were gently shaken to obtain a homogeneous concentration of
nHAP in the supernatant. The concentration of nHAP in the
excess aqueous solution was measured with a UV/vis spectrophotometer (see Section 2.5.1). The sand samples were
then oven dried at 100  C overnight to obtain the dry weight of
the solid. A mass balance was calculated for nHAP in the
effluent and retained in the sand after normalizing by the total
amount of nHAP injected into the column.
After completion of the co-transport experiment with
1.0 mM of CaCl2, some of the quartz sand grains that were
excavated from the inlet of the packed column were examined
using a SEM-EDX (Scanning Electron Microscope-Energy
Dispersive X-ray, SSX-550, Shimadzu) to determine mechanisms of nHAP retention in the sand columns.

2.5.

Analytical procedures

2.5.1.

Concentration of nHAP and Cu in the effluent
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The concentrations of nHAP in the outflow were determined
with a UV/vis spectrophotometer (721-100, Jinghua Science
and Technology Instrument Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China), at
a wavelength of 300 nm (Wang et al., 2011). A calibration curve
was constructed by diluting a 200 mg L1 suspension of nHAP.
Spectrometer response versus nHAP concentration was linear
in the range of 0e200 mg L1 with a coefficient of determination of R2 ¼ 0.999. The calculated molar extinction coefficient
of nHAP was 4.0  103 M1 cm1 which was consistent with
the result observed by Boussiba and Richmond (1979). The
detection lower limit was 1.0 mg L1. The calibration curve
was verified to be independent of the solution chemistry for
our experimental conditions.
Aliquots (5 mL) of all effluents were centrifuged at
170,000 g for 1 h (Optima TM L-80XP Ultracentrifuge,
Beckman) and then filtered through a 0.22 mm membrane
filter to determine the dissolved Cu. Five mL of 16 M HNO3
was added to other aliquots (5 mL) of all effluents to determine the total Cu concentration. The nHAP-facilitated
(nHAP-F) Cu was calculated as the difference between total
and dissolved Cu. The Cu concentration was determined
using an Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer (AAS, Hitachi Z-2000, Japan).

2.5.2.

Size of Cu-bearing nHAP colloid

The average Cu-bearing nHAP aggregate size and the intrinsic
size distributions in various suspensions were measured
using dynamic light scattering (DLS) (BI-200 SM, Brookhaven
Instrument Corp., USA) at 25  C. The CONTIN algorithm was
used to convert intensity autocorrelation functions to an
intensity-weighted, Cu-bearing nHAP aggregate, hydrodynamic diameter distribution based on the StokeseEinstein
equation (Stankovich et al., 2006). The intensity-weighted
distributions were further converted to number-weighted
size distribution, using 1.56 as the refractive index for nHAP
(Onuma et al., 2000).

2.5.3.

Data analysis

The transport of nHAP through the packed columns was
described using a one-dimensional form of the convectionedispersion equation with two kinetic retention sites
as (Schijven and Simunek, 2002; Bradford et al., 2003):


vqc
vðs1 Þ
vðs2 Þ
v
vc
vqc
þ rb
þ rb
¼
qD

vt
vt
vt
vx
vx
vx

(1)

where q is the volumetric water content [e], c is the Cu-bearing
nHAP colloid concentration in the aqueous phase [N L3,
where N and L denote number and length, respectively], rb is
the bulk density of the porous matrix [M L3, where M denotes
mass], t is the time [T], x is the vertical spatial coordinate [L], D
is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient [L2 T1], q is the
flow rate [L T1], and s1 [N M1] and s2 [N M1] are the solid
phase concentrations associated with retention sites 1 and 2,
respectively.
The two kinetic retention sites described mass transfer of
nHAP between the aqueous and solid phase. The first kinetic
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site (site 1, Eq. (2)) assumes reversible retention, whereas the
second kinetic site (site 2, Eq. (3)) assumes irreversible, depthdependent retention as:
rb

vðs1 Þ
¼ qk1 c  rb k1d s1
vt

(2)

rb

vðs2 Þ
¼ qk2 jx c
vt

(3)

Breakthrough curves (BTCs) and retention profiles, obtained from the experiments above, were analyzed using the
HYDRUS-1D code (Simunek et al., 2008), which allowed us to
fit the nHAP transport parameters (k1, k1d, and k2) using
a nonlinear least square optimization routine based on the
LevenbergeMarquardt algorithm (Marquardt, 1963). The
approach velocity and dispersivity that were used in the
Hydrus-1D code were obtained by fitting the solution of the
convective dispersion equation for the tracer (bromide)
breakthrough curves.

where k1 [T1] and k2 [T1] are first-order retention coefficients
on site 1 and 2, respectively, k1d [T1] is the first-order
detachment coefficient, and jx [e] is a dimensionless function to account for depth-dependent retention. The value of jx
is given as (Bradford et al., 2003):

jx ¼

b

dc þ x  x0
dc

3.

Results and discussion

3.1.

Properties of Cu-bearing nHAP and collector surface

(4)
Electrokinetic potential (z-potential) will affect the retention
and transport behavior of Cu-bearing nHAP. The measured zpotentials of the Cu-bearing nHAP and quartz sand (colloidal
fragments) in solutions of varying IS and IC became less
negative as the electrolyte concentration of the bulk solution
increased (Table 2). This is due to the compression of the
electrostatic double layer (Elimelech et al., 1995). With the
monovalent Naþ as the background electrolyte, the z-potential
of Cu-bearing nHAP and quartz colloids decreased from 79.6
to 24.7 mV and from 51.2 to 20.0 mV, respectively, when
the IS was increased from 0 to 100 mM. In the case of the
divalent Ca2þ, the z-potential of Cu-bearing nHAP declined
from 34.9 to 22.1 mV when the Ca2þ concentration in the
bulk solution was increased from 0.10 to 1.0 mM. It is obvious
that the divalent Ca2þ is significantly more effective at
screening the surface charge of nHAP than the monovalent
Naþ. Similar results have been observed elsewhere (Kim et al.,
2010; Wang et al., 2011).
Table 2 presents the average hydrodynamic sizes of
200 mg L1 Cu-bearing nHAP suspensions in the various IS and

where dc is the median diameter of the sand grains [L], x0 is the
coordinate [L] of the location where the depth-dependent
retention starts and b is an empirical factor controlling the
shape of the spatial distribution. Bradford et al. (2003) found
that a value of 0.432 provides an optimum for experiments in
which significant depth-dependency occurred. The above
approach assumes that retention near the column inlet is
dominated by site 2, and away from the inlet by site 1.
It should be mentioned that some researchers have
attributed attachment/detachment and straining mechanisms of colloid retention to sites 1 and 2, respectively (e.g.,
Bradford et al., 2003; Gargiulo et al., 2007, 2008). However,
additional microscopic information is frequently needed to
substantiate this assumption. In this work we do not attempt
to attribute specific nHAP retention mechanisms to a given
site without other experimental evidence. Rather, Eqs. (1)e(4)
are viewed as a simple and flexible approach to describe nHAP
breakthrough curves and retention profiles that are not
exponential with depth.

Table 2 e Properties of Cu-bearing nHAP suspensions at varying ISs and ICs used in transport tests.
NaCl
(mM)
0
1.0
10
50
100
0
0
0
0

CaCl2
(mM)

pH

0
0
0
0
0
0.10
0.30
0.50
1.0

5.7
5.8
5.9
5.8
5.8
5.9
5.8
5.7
5.7

Sizea
(nm)
100
102
108
119
133
103
109
114
135











2
3
5
4
4
4
5
3
5

z-potential (mV)
Quartz sand
79.6
71.0
50.2
35.8
24.7
47.0
36.2
31.7
26.0











1.2
1.0
0.8
0.9
1.2
1.4
0.7
0.9
1.1

b

nHAP colloid
53.0
35.2
31.4
25.8
20.0
34.9
31.5
28.4
22.1











2.8
0.7
0.8
1.2
1.3
1.2
0.9
0.5
1.2

a The average particle hydrodynamic size, determined by DLS measurement.
b z-potential of the Cu-bearing nHAP colloid.
c The maximum energy barrier, Fmax, calculated by DLVO theory.
d The secondary minimum, Fmin2, calculated by DLVO theory.
e Separation distance from colloid surface to secondary minimum.
f Total Cu concentration of the Cu-bearing nHAP suspension.
g Dissolved Cu concentration in the bulk solution.
h Not applicable.

Fmaxc
(kT )

Fmin2d
(kT )

he
(nm)

Total Cuf
(mg L1)

Dissolved
Cug (mg L1)

NAh
160
121
82
44
138
108
54
48

NA
1.6
4.1
7.7
11
1.3
2.1
2.7
4.4

NA
48
16
7
4
58
37
28
19

6.65
6.56
6.56
6.65
6.60
6.61
6.65
6.62
6.59

2.42
2.44
2.43
2.46
2.45
2.38
2.57
2.73
2.96
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IC solutions. The nHAP size increased from 100 to 133 nm as
the concentration of NaCl increased from 0 to 100 mM, and
from 103 to 135 nm as the concentration of CaCl2 increased
from 0.1 to 1.0 mM of CaCl2. Similar results have been
observed by Chen and Elimelech (2006, 2007). These nHAP
sizes were used for the interaction energy calculations
between nHAP and quartz sand provided in Table 2. Both Cubearing nHAP and quartz were negatively charged for all the
considered IS and IC. Consequently, electrostatic repulsion
occurred between Cu-bearing nHAP and quartz (energy barrier
ranged from 44 to 160), even for the highest electrolyte
concentration used in the column transport experiments.
However, the theoretical prediction of the DLVO interaction
energy for nHAP upon their approach to the collector surface
shows the presence of a secondary minimum (Table 2) that
ranged from 1.3 to 11 depending on the IS and IC. The
height of the primary energy barrier decreases and the depth
of the secondary minimum increases with IS. This behavior is
due to compression of the diffuse double layer thickness with
increasing IS according to standard PoissoneBoltzmann

Results of Cu-bearing nHAP transport studies with various
concentrations of NaCl (0, 1, 10, 50, and 100 mM) and CaCl2
(0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 1.0 mM) are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Breakthrough curves are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2a as the
relative effluent concentration (Ci/C0, where Ci and C0 are the
effluent and influent concentration of Cu-bearing nHAP,
respectively) as a function of PVs. Retention profiles are
plotted in Figs. 1 and 2b as normalized concentration (quantity
of the Cu-bearing nHAP recovered in the sand, Nt, divided by
the quantity in a unit volume of the input nHAP suspension,
N0) per gram of dry sand as a function of distance from the
column inlet. The corresponding mass recovery of nHAP in
the effluent and sand is shown in Table 3. Very good total
mass balance was obtained for nHAP and Cu (90e96% and
87e95%, respectively), which provides a high degree of

Fig. 1 e Measured and fitted breakthrough curves (a) and
retention profiles (b) for nHAP under the IS of 0, 1, 10, 50
and 100 mM NaCl, respectively. Fitted curves were
obtained using the two-site kinetic retention model. In (a)
the relative effluent concentration is plotted as a function
of pore volume. In (b) the normalized concentration
(quality of the nHAP recovered in the sand, Nt, is divided by
the quality in a unit volume of the input nHAP suspension,
N0) per gram of dry sand is plotted as a function of the
distance from the column inlet.

Fig. 2 e Measured and fitted breakthrough curves (a) and
retention profiles (b) for nHAP under the IC of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5
and 1.0 mM CaCl2, respectively. Fitted curves were
obtained using the two-site kinetic retention. In (a) the
relative effluent concentration is plotted as a function of
pore volume. In (b) the normalized concentration (quality
of the nHAP recovered in the sand, Nt, is divided by the
quality in a unit volume of the input nHAP suspension, N0)
per gram of dry sand is plotted as a function of the distance
from the column inlet.

theory. Therefore, nHAP are likely to interact with the quartz
surface in the secondary minimum, especially at higher IS.

3.2.

Co-transport behavior of Cu-bearing nHAP
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Table 3 e Mass balance percentages for nHAP and Cu in the saturated packed column experiments at varying ISs and ICs
used in this study.
NaCl (mM)

CaCl2 (mM)

nHAP
a

Effluent

Cu
b

Retained

c

Total

Effluent
nHAP-Fd

Retainedf

Totalg

15
20
36
44
47
29
36
42
45

93
91
89
94
93
87
92
95
94

Dise

%
0
1.0
10
50
100
0.10
0.30
0.50
1.0
a
b
c
d
e
f
g

89
80
68
44
11
74
68
64
26

7
15
28
50
79
20
27
32
65

96
95
96
94
90
94
95
96
91

39
33
15
12
8
21
17
10
3

39
38
38
38
38
37
39
43
46

refers to the effluent percentage of nHAP recovered from column experiments.
refers to the retained percentage of nHAP recovered from column experiments.
refers to the total percentage of nHAP recovered from column experiments.
refers to the percentage of nHAP-facilitated (nHAP-F) Cu in the effluent.
refers to the percentage of dissolved Cu recovered in the effluent.
refers to the retained percentage of Cu recovered from column experiments.
refers to the total percentage of Cu recovered from column experiments.

confidence in our experimental procedures. Each co-transport
experiment was duplicated and the replicated experiments
exhibited similar transport and retention behavior for given
conditions (data not shown).
Significant nHAP retention occurred despite the unfavorable electrochemical conditions for attachments in the
primary minimum predicted by DLVO theory (Table 2). In
general, an increase in the IS of the bulk solution resulted in
increasing retention of the Cu-bearing nHAP onto the quartz
grains for both monovalent and divalent cations. In particular,
the percentage of nHAP mass that was recovered in the
effluent decreased from 89 to 11% when the IS was increased
from 0 to 100 mM of NaCl, and from 74 to 26% as the electrolyte
concentration was raised from 0.1 to 1.0 mM of CaCl2,
respectively. Greater retention of Cu-bearing nHAP at higher
electrolyte concentration can be explained in part by a reduction in the thickness of the double layer and a corresponding
increase in the depth of the secondary minimum (Table 2).
This finding is in accordance with previously reported literature (Elimelech et al., 1995; Walshe et al., 2010; Wang et al.,
2011).
The retention profiles of Cu-bearing nHAP typically
exhibited a hyperexponential shape with greater retention in
the section adjacent to the column inlet (0e4 cm) and rapidly
decreasing retention with depth (Figs. 1 and 2b). The shape of
the retention profiles was not consistent with classical filtration theory (Yao et al., 1971) which predicts an exponential
shape with depth. Hyperexponential profiles were more
pronounced at higher electrolyte concentrations. For example,
at IS ¼ 0 about 40% of the total retained Cu-bearing nHAP were
near the column inlet (<4 cm), whereas the value was as high
as 65% at an IS of 100 mM NaCl (the same trend was observed
for the Ca2þ). A number of potential explanations for hyperexponential retention profiles have been proposed in the
literature including: chemical heterogeneity of colloids (Li

et al., 2004; Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2005; Johnson and Li,
2005), straining of colloids (Bradford et al., 2002, 2003),
secondary minimum and surface charge heterogeneity on the
sand grain (Redman et al., 2004; Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2005;
Johnson et al., 2010), surface roughness (Shellenberger and
Logan, 2002; Yoon et al., 2006), colloid aggregation (Chen and
Elimelech, 2006, 2007), and enhanced colloid retention in low
velocity regions (Torkzaban et al., 2007, 2008; Bradford et al.,
2009). These potential explanations will be discussed in
greater detail in Section 3.4.
Figs. 1 and 2 present the simulated nHAP breakthrough
curves and retention profiles for the various IS and IC conditions. Values of optimized model parameters are summarized
in Table 4. The two-site kinetic retention model provides a good
description of both the breakthrough curves and the retention
profiles (see R2 in Table 4). Values of k1 and k2 both increased
with the electrolyte concentration of NaCl and CaCl2, suggesting
that the greater retention of nHAP was related to the depth of
the secondary minimum (Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2005;
Bradford et al., 2009). The percentage of retained nHAP in sites
1 and 2 were relatively constant with IS and IC, ranging from 30
to 37% on site 1 and 63e70% on site 2. The value of k1d also
increased with electrolyte concentration and was greater than
or of a similar magnitude as k1. Similar results have been
observed elsewhere (Gargiulo et al., 2007, 2008).

3.3.

Effects of IS and IC on nHAP-F Cu transport

The total and dissolved Cu concentrations of suspensions
were measured before conducting the co-transport experiments. Table 2 indicates that the suspension pH and total Cu
concentration varied from 5.7 to 5.9 and from 6.56 to
6.65 mg L1, respectively. The dissolved Cu concentration was
little changed (2.42e2.46 mg L1) with IS when NaCl was the
background electrolyte. However, the dissolved Cu
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Table 4 e Fitted parameters of the two-kinetic attachment model as estimated from the breakthrough data for saturated
packed quartz sand at varying ISs and ICs used in transport tests.a
Parab

NaCl (mM)

1

k1 (min )
k1d (min1)
k2 (min1)
Mass site 1 (%)
Mass site 2 (%)
b
R2

CaCl2 (mM)

0

1

10

50

100

0.1

0.3

0.5

1.0

6.92e-03
(1.34e-03)
2.98e-02
(6.17e-03)
4.82e-02
(1.78e-03)
2.4
4.6
0.432
0.994

9.05e-03
(1.79e-03)
3.88e-02
(8.06e-03)
5.52e-02
(1.90e-03)
5.6
9.4
0.432
0.991

9.85e-03
(3.32e-03)
4.15e-02
(1.44e-02)
7.87e-02
(2.99e-03)
9.9
18.1
0.432
0.979

1.60e-02
(6.52e-03)
4.05e-02
(2.23e-02)
1.52e-01
(7.78e-03)
17.7
32.3
0.432
0.911

5.57e-02
(2.81e-01)
2.42e-01
(1.32eþ00)
4.91e-01
(3.27e-02)
24.1
54.9
0.432
0.942

7.40e-03
(1.65e-03)
3.68e-02
(8.82e-03)
7.60e-02
(2.12e-03)
6.4
13.6
0.432
0.990

8.21e-03
(5.70e-03)
4.14e-02
(2.99e-02)
8.7e-02
(5.07e-03)
8.5
18.5
0.432
0.949

1.04e-02
(5.67e-03)
4.47e-02
(2.53e-02)
9.70e-02
(4.93e-03)
10.9
21.1
0.432
0.951

4.87e-02
(6.57e-02)
3.47e-01
(5.32e-01)
2.55e-01
(9.90e-03)
19.8
45.2
0.432
0.951

a 95% confident intervals on fitted parameters are shown in parentheses.
b Parameters: k1, the first-order retention coefficient on site 1; k1d, the first-order detachment coefficient on site 1; k2, the first-order detachment
coefficient on site 2; Mass sites 1 and 2 are percentages of mass of Cu-bearing nHAP deposited on site 1 and 2, respectively; b, empirical factor
controlling the shape of the spatial distribution; R2, Person’s squared correlation coefficient.

concentration changed from 2.38 to 2.96 mg L1 when the
electrolyte concentration was increased from 0.1 to 1.0 mM of
CaCl2. This observation suggests that the divalent Ca2þ
competes with Cu2þ for ion-exchange sites on nHAP. Even
through the ion selectivity coefficients favor the adsorption of
Cu2þ over Ca2þ (Bakker, 1997), the larger concentration
(4e40 mg L1) of Ca2þ displaces some of the Cu2þ on nHAP
exchange sites.
Fig. 3 shows representative breakthrough curves for
nHAP-F Cu under the various IS and IC conditions. Corresponding mass balance information for the dissolved and
nHAP-F Cu in the column effluents is provided in Table 3. The
solution chemistry had a marked effect on the co-transport of
Cu with nHAP. Increasing the IS of the solution reduced the
peak effluent concentration and total mass of nHAP-F Cu. The
peak effluent concentrations of nHAP-F Cu diminished from
2.62 to 0.17 mg L1 as the concentration of NaCl increased
from 0 to 100 mM (Fig. 3a) and from 1.58 to 0.16 mg L1 as the
concentration of CaCl2 increased from 0.1 to 1.0 mM (Fig. 3b).
The nHAP-F Cu accounted for about 39 and 8% of the total Cu
in the effluent at an IS of 0 and 100 mM, respectively. Similarly, nHAP-F Cu decreased from 21 to 3% of the total Cu in

a 3.0

Phase 1

-1

nHAP-F Cu (mg L )

b 1.8

Phase 2
0 mM NaCl
1 mM NaCl
10 mM NaCl
50 mM NaCl
100 mM NaCl

2.5
2.0

the effluent when the concentration of CaCl2 increased from
0.1 to 1.0 mM (Table 3). Qualitatively similar relationships of
colloid-facilitated contaminant transport with IS and IC have
been reported elsewhere (Cheng and Saiers, 2010; Walshe
et al., 2010). The decline in Cu transport with increasing IS
reflects the influences of IS on Cu-bearing nHAP mobility
discussed in the previous section and on the partitioning of
Cu between nHAP and dissolved phases. As mentioned
above, divalent Ca2þ competes with Cu2þ for ion-exchange
sites on nHAP and this leads to enhanced dissociation of Cu
into bulk solution, whereas dissolved Cu was relatively
unaffected with increasing concentration of NaCl (Table 3).
Thus, decreases in the suspended load (increased retention of
Cu-bearing nHAP) combined with decreases in the affinity of
Cu for nHAP (increased ion exchange) accounted for the
observed decline in nHAP-F Cu mobilization with increasing
IS. It should be noted that dissolved Cu actually accounted for
a greater percentage of the total Cu in the effluent than
nHAP-F Cu, especially as the concentration of NaCl and CaCl2
increased in solution (Table 3). This observation indicates
that nHAP tended to inhibit Cu transport because of retention
of nHAP-F Cu.

Phase 2

Phase 1

0.1 mM CaCl2
0.3 mM CaCl2
0.5 mM CaCl2
1.0 mM CaCl2

1.5
1.2

1.5

0.9

1.0

0.6

0.5

0.3
0.0

0.0
0

1

2

3

4
PV

5

6

7

0

1

2

3

4
PV

5

6

7

8

Fig. 3 e Representative breakthrough curves for nHAP-F Cu as a function of PV under different concentrations of NaCl (a) and
CaCl2 (b) of bulk solution, respectively. Note that the concentration of nHAP-F Cu was calculated as the difference between
dissolved and total Cu of Cu-bearing nHAP suspension.
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3.4.
Mechanisms influencing nHAP retention and nHAPF Cu transport
The above information clearly indicates that factors that
influence the retention of nHAP will have a large impact on
the facilitated transport of Cu. Additional experiments were
therefore conducted to better understand and quantify the
mechanisms of nHAP retention.
The nHAP transport experiments shown in Figs. 1 and 2
indicate that increasing retention occurred with increasing
NaCl and CaCl2 concentrations. Under chemically unfavorable
attachment conditions (electrostatic repulsion), nHAP may
interact with the solid phase by virtue of the presence of the
reversible secondary minimum at a small separation distance
(Franchi and O’Melia, 2003; Redman et al., 2004; Tufenkji and
Elimelech, 2005). In order to further test this hypothesis, we
ran several three phase transport experiments using
200 mg L1 of nHAP and 0.1 mM of Cu. Phases 1 and 2 were the
same as for other experiments described above, whereas
phase 3 consisted of flushing the column with several pore
volumes of ultrapure water (IS ¼ 0) to eliminate the secondary
minimum (Franchi and O’Melia, 2003). Release of previously
deposited colloids through lowering the bulk solution IS has
been used as supportive evidence for particle deposition in the
secondary minimum (Franchi and O’Melia, 2003; Redman
et al., 2004; Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2005).
The breakthrough curves for the three phase experiments
at the electrolyte concentrations of 100 mM of NaCl and
1.0 mM of CaCl2 are shown in Fig. 4a and b, respectively. The
transport and retention of nHAP during phases 1 and 2 was
similar to that previously discussed for Figs. 1 and 2 (Table 3).
In Fig. 4a (100 mM NaCl during phases 1 and 2) rinsing the
column with ultrapure water during phase 3 resulted in
a sharp peak (Ci/C0 ¼ 1.7) of released nHAP that accounted for
approximately 35% of the previously retained mass. In
contrast, in Fig. 4b (1.0 mM CaCl2 during phases 1 and 2)
rinsing the column with ultrapure water during phase 3
resulted in a minor peak (Ci/C0 ¼ 0.04) and release of retained
nHAP in the effluent. These observations suggest that the
secondary minimum was likely involved in the nHAP retention for both 100 mM NaCl and 1.0 mM CaCl2 systems, but that
it cannot account for most of the retained nHAP mass.

Ci/C0

a

2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4

Phase 1

Phase 2

The z-potential of nHAP suspensions at IS ¼ 0 was
measured before and after filtering them through a 1 mm pore
diameter glass fiber filter in order to test the hypothesis of
nHAP surface charge heterogeneity. The value of the nHAP
z-potential increased from 53.0 to 60.4 mV before and after
filtering at IS ¼ 0. Li et al. (2004) reported that such a variation
in the z-potential was sufficient to cause hyperexponential
retention profiles. Specifically, the fraction of the colloid
population with higher (less negative) z-potentials is assumed
to preferentially attach at the column inlet, whereas the
remaining particles experience a slower attachment rate and
greater transport potential.
Straining of colloids at grainegrain contacts has been
considered to be insignificant when the diameter ratio of
colloid to grain is less than 0.005 (Bradford et al., 2003; Johnson
et al., 2007). In this study, the diameter ratio of Cu-bearing
nHAP aggregates to sand was more than an order of magnitude lower than this threshold. Straining of nHAP aggregates
at grainegrain contacts was therefore not considered to be
important.
Surface roughness has been demonstrated to play a critical
role in colloid deposition (Shellenberger and Logan, 2002;
Yoon et al., 2006; Torkzaban et al., 2010). Similar to graine
grain contacts, surface roughness locations are low velocity
regions that are associated with lower hydrodynamic forces
and torques and flow vortices (Vaidyanathan and Tien, 1988;
Taneda, 1979), and therefore enhanced colloid retention
under unfavorable attachment conditions. In particular, when
the colloid radius is less than the roughness height, the
applied hydrodynamic torque will be zero and create locations
that are hydrodynamic favorable for colloid deposition even
for an IS of zero (Vaidyanathan and Tien, 1988). In addition,
Torkzaban et al. (2010) demonstrated that nanoscale surface
roughness can create locally favorable conditions for nanoscale colloid deposition.
Fig. 5a shows a SEM image of a cleaned quartz sand grain.
This grain possesses significant surface roughness of different
sizes, ranging from several nanometers to dozens of microns.
Considering that the length of nHAP is 100 nm, these rough
patches can likely create local regions that are hydrodynamically favorable for nHAP retention. Fig. 5b shows an SEM
image of quartz sand excavated from the column inlet after

b 1.0

Phase 3

100 mM NaCl

Phase 3

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.0

Phase 2

Phase 1

1.0 mM CaCl2

0.0
0

1

2

3

4

5 6
PV

7

8

9 10 11

0

1

2

3

4

5 6
PV

7

8

9 10 11

Fig. 4 e The three phase breakthrough curves for Cu-bearing nHAP under electrolyte concentration of (a) 100 mM of NaCl,
and (b) 1.0 mM of CaCl2, respectively. Phase 1: Cu-bearing nHAP suspension, phase 2: eluted with background electrolyte
solution, and phase 3: further eluted with ultrapure water.
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Fig. 5 e SEM micrographs of cleaned quartz sand (a) and the quartz sand excavated from the inlet of the packed column (b)
after completion of the Cu-bearing nHAP transport test using 1.0 mM of CaCl2. On the right (c) is the corresponding EDX
spectrum of the retained nHAP on the quartz sand marked in the box.

completion of the transport test at bulk solution IS of 1.0 mM
of CaCl2. Fig. 5b demonstrates that large spherical-like
aggregates were retained at surface roughness locations.
Furthermore, the aggregates were not uniformly distributed
on the grain surface as would be expected for secondary and/
or primary minimum attachment upon collision with the
sand, even though a large secondary minimum of 4.4
occurred for this system. The result of an EDX chemical
analysis of these aggregates is presented in Fig. 5c. The presence of Ca, P and O elements are consistent with the basic
components of nHAP, and the Cu peak confirms that the large
aggregates were composed of Cu-bearing nHAP. Neither Fe
nor Al oxides were present on the surfaces of the quartz grain,
suggesting low amounts of chemical heterogeneity.
To further test the hypothesis that nHAP aggregation
influenced transport and retention, the hydrodynamic diameter distribution of nHAP in the effluent was determined by
DLS measurement after completion of the co-transport
experiment using 1.0 mM of CaCl2. The hydrodynamic diameter distribution ranged from 150 to 250 nm, with a mean
diameter of 210  5 nm. This size distribution is much larger
than that for the influent suspension of nHAP in 1.0 mM of
NaCl solution (135  5 nm). The nHAP tended to form larger
aggregates in the presence of divalent Ca2þ than monovalent
Naþ likely because Ca2þ acted as a bridging agent (Wang et al.,
2011).
The above information indicates that the secondary
minimum, nHAP surface charge heterogeneity, surface
roughness, and aggregation are involved in the retention of
nHAP. An explanation of the interrelation of these factors on
nHAP retention is briefly discussed below. The probability that

colloids colliding with the grain will remain associated with
the solid has been estimated from the depth of the secondary
minimum (which is a function of IS and IC in Table 2) under
unfavorable attachment conditions (Ryan and Elimelech,
1996; Simoni et al., 1998; Shen et al., 2007). However, this
approach neglects the effects of hydrodynamics and pore
space geometry on colloid retention as revealed by Torkzaban
et al. (2008). Colloids that are weakly associated with the solid
surface via the secondary minimum can be translated and/or
funneled by fluid drag forces to such low velocity regions and
“eddy zones” at locations associated with surface roughness
or grainegrain contact points where they are immobilized
(Kuznar and Elimelech, 2007; Torkzaban et al., 2008, 2010). A
larger number of colloids may enter these low velocity regions
at higher electrolyte concentrations due to the greater depth
of the secondary minimum. In addition, aggregated nHAP
experience a greater depth of the secondary minimum and
hydrodynamic forces than smaller colloids (e.g., Bradford
et al., 2011). Hence, the amount of nHAP retention (see k1
and k2 in Table 4) is expected to be greater with increasing
electrolyte concentration and nHAP size (aggregation).
Hyperexponential profiles will be influenced by nHAP surface
charge heterogeneity (Li et al., 2004; Tufenkji and Elimelech,
2005) as well as the hydrodynamics to low velocity regions
(Bradford et al., 2009) such as surface roughness locations.

4.

Conclusions

Facilitated transport of Cu by nHAP in water-saturated quartz
sand was found to be a strong function of the solution IS and
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IC. In particular, the concentration of nHAP-F Cu declined
significantly from 2.62 to 0.17 mg L1 when NaCl increased
from 0 to 100 mM, and from 1.58 to 0.16 mg L1 when CaCl2
increased from 0.1 to 1.0 mM. The total mass recovery of Cu in
the effluent solution exhibited the same trend. This facilitated
transport behavior was due to difference in the capacity of
nHAP to bind Cu and the retention of nHAP with changes in IS
and IC. The capacity of nHAP to bind Cu2þ decreased with
increasing concentrations of Ca2þ as a result of ion exchange.
More importantly, the amount of Cu-bearing nHAP that was
retained in the sand increased with solution concentration of
NaCl and especially CaCl2. Most of the Cu-bearing nHAP was
retained close to the column inlet (0e4 cm), and the rate of
retention rapidly decreased with depth. The experimental
breakthrough curves and retention profiles of nHAP were well
described using a mathematical model based on the CDE and
two kinetic retention sites. Site 1 considered reversible retention, whereas site 2 was for irreversible, depth-dependent
retention. The first-order retention coefficients on both site 1
(k1) and 2 (k2) increased with the NaCl and CaCl2 concentration
due to increases in the depth of the secondary minimum.
However, elimination of the secondary minimum after
recovery of the breakthrough curves did not release the
majority of the retained nHAP. SEM images in association with
EDX measurements and DLS information demonstrated that
nHAP aggregated occurred and that retention was strongly
influenced by the grain surface roughness.
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